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THE SURELINO INSULATION FIXING
The SureLino Insulation fixing is a simple way of 

securing insulation to various substrates

Benefits:
 Quick and easy to install
  Comprehensvely tested (ETA in concrete and flat 

roofing)
  Economical
   Suitable for use in various substrates
   Capable of fixing insulation from 50mm to 400mm
 100% Nylon

Range of SureLino fixings and specialist screws:

Applications:
  For fixing through insulation into flat roofing
  For fixing through insulation into timber decks
   For fixing through insulation into concrete and 

masonry

SureLino Flat Deck Screw
WSR - B

Masonry Screw
WBSW

 Lino 035 48040 63060
 Lino 055 48050 63070
 Lino 085 49060 63080
 Lino 105 48070 63090
 Lino 135 48080 630100
 Lino 155 48090 630120
 Lino 185 480100 630140
 Lino 235 480120 630160
 Lino 285 480140

5mm Woodscrew. Overall size upon request.
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Accessories
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1. Secure Insulation in place and 
locate timber joist or rafter.

2. Push the SureLino fixing into 
insulation over the timber joist / 
rafter.

3. Drive the screw into the hole 
in the SureLino fixing using the 
350mm long  screwdriver bit.

4. Drive the screw into the timber 
until the SureLino fixing head has 
compressed the insulation slightly.

1. Secure Insulation in place and 
locate either the metal or timber 
decking.

2. Push the SureLino fixing into the 
insulation, to desired location

3. Drive the screw into the hole in 
the SureLino fixing using the 350mm 
long screwdriver bit.

4. Drive the screw into the timber 
until the SureLino fixing head has 
compressed the insulation slightly.

1. Secure Insulation in place.

2. Drill through the insulation and into 
the masonry with the 5.5mm dia SDS 
drills to the desired depth.

3. Push the SureLino fixing into the 
hole in the insulation and push home.

4. Drive the screw into the hole in the 
SureLino fixing using the 350mm long 
screwdriver bit.

5. Drive the screw into the masonry 
until the SureLino fixing head has 
compressed the insulation slightly.

THE SURELINO INSULATION FIXING
The SureLino Insulation fixing is a simple way of 

securing insulation to various substrates

Accessories:

Applications / Insulation instructions:

5.5mm SDS drill x 460mm (Use in masonry)
5.5mm SDS drill x 260mm (Use in masonry)

350mm long Phillips or Torx Head Screwdriver Bit (Use with all substrates)

Flat Deck

SureLino - Woodscrew SureLino - WSR Screw 
ETA Approved

Timber Masonry
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For full technical assistance please contact CPSI

SureLino - WBSW Screw
ETA Approved


